CAMPGROUND Guidelines
The Friends of the Eastern Slopes spend many volunteer hours and
funds in maintenance and improvements to the campground and its
facilities. Please help to keep this campground open to the public by
observing the following guidelines.

1)

Cutting of live or dead trees in the campground for firewood is prohibited.
The use of fuel burning camp stoves instead of wood fires is encouraged.

2)

Panels — portable corrals made of metal are allowed in designated areas
only. Panels are to be attached to the horse trailer and no more than ten feet
out from the trailer, or no longer than the length of the trailer. Panels may be
placed between hi-line poles. Construction of corrals including rail, rope or
drift fences is not permitted. Cleanliness must be maintained regularly.

3)

Horses must be tied to your trailer, on provided highlines, or high lined
between trailers. Highlining from trees is not permitted due to the significant
damage which has occurred over the years.

4)

The use of prepared grains or alfalfa cubes, instead of hay to feed your horse
is encouraged to avoid introduction of non-native plants and noxious weeds
to the area. If hay must be used, a hay net or feed tub is required. Clean up
excess hay and twine and take them out with you.

5)

Ensure you have sufficient feed. Overgrazing is not permitted in the
campground.

6)

Horse manure must be disposed of at the designed spot. Please ensure you
place new manure as close to the existing pile as possible.

7)

Dogs are the responsibility of the owners and the owner will be held
accountable in the event that they create an accident. Consequently,
they are expected to be under full control at all times or on a leash. Note
that provincial and federal park legislation requires a leash or
confinement. Fines may be issued!

8)

Garbage handling facilities and removal are not supplied; therefore, we ask
that you take your garbage out with you. Do not dispose of garbage in the
out-houses. Outhouses are provided for your convenience - keep them clean.

9)

This area is acknowledged to be within Grizzly Bear range. To alleviate
problems, excess feed including grain and complete feed must be cleaned up
at all times and kept out of reach. Human food, cooking and eating utensils
must be inaccessible to bears.

10)

Use of generators and excessive noise must not continue past 10:00 pm.
Fireworks are not permitted.

11)

At the end of your stay, your camp site should look as though it had not been
used.

YOUR COOPERATION WILL HELP ENSURE THAT THE
CAMPGROUND REMAINS OPEN FOR FUTURE USE.

